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A fully updated guide to creating dynamic presentations with PowerPoint 2010PowerPoint
dominates the presentation landscape. With the changes in PowerPoint 2010, including the
availability of an online version, PowerPoint users need this comprehensive reference to make
the most of the program.PowerPoint 2010 All-in-One For Dummies features in-depth coverage of
the elements and the process involved in creating knockout presentations. Seven minibooks
cover all the new 2010 features, providing a great education for beginners and showing
PowerPoint veterans lots of new tricks.PowerPoint is the leading presentation software used in
business and education; new features in PowerPoint 2010 include an online version and
expanded audiovisual capabilitiesSeven self-contained minibooks cover getting started; building
a presentation; tables, charts, and diagrams; graphics and shapes; adding audio, video, and
animation; giving the presentation; and PowerPoint for power usersExplains how to use the
interface and tools and shows how to represent data visually for greater impactProvides
important tips on adding the human element when making a presentationGives advanced users
advice on creating templates, collaboration, automation, and morePowerPoint 2010 All-in-One
For Dummies gets novices up to speed and helps experienced users take their skills to the next
level.

From the Inside Flap7 Books in 1Getting Started in PowerPointBuilding Your
PresentationCommunicating with Tables, Charts, and DiagramsEmbellishing Your Slides with
Graphics and ShapesFlash and DashGiving a PresentationPowerPoint for Power UsersMake
your point with slides that grab attention and really communicatePowerPoint is a necessity for
communicating in the boardroom or the classroom. To take full advantage of all you can do with
it, grab this book! Get started with guidelines on using the interface efficiently and creating
slides; then learn to design tables, charts, and shapes and use animations. You'll even find tips
on creative ways to deliver the presentation.Start out right — learn to navigate the program,
perform basic tasks, and design presentations, all in Book IWatch it grow — Book II helps you
manipulate and format slides, work with master slides and styles, and craft the look of your
presentationTable this, chart that — explore how to create, design, and format tables, charts,
and diagrams in Book IIIDress it up — in Book IV, you'll learn to spice up your slides with photos,
shapes, graphics, and clip artThe "wow" stuff — Book V shows you how to use transitions,
animations, video, and soundSpecial delivery — discover techniques in Book VI for delivering
your presentation and preparing it for printPower up — Book VII covers customizing PowerPoint,
designing templates, collaborating with others, and moreOpen the book and find:PowerPoint's
nuts and boltsHow master styles and master slides workWhat it takes to create a chartTips for
constructing the perfect tableWhy you might want to let the viewer run your presentationHow to



turn a bulleted list into a diagramQuick ways to animate slidesHow to embed data from another
program into a slideFrom the Back Cover7 Books in 1Getting Started in PowerPointBuilding Your
PresentationCommunicating with Tables, Charts, and DiagramsEmbellishing Your Slides with
Graphics and ShapesFlash and DashGiving a PresentationPowerPoint for Power UsersMake
your point with slides that grab attention and really communicatePowerPoint is a necessity for
communicating in the boardroom or the classroom. To take full advantage of all you can do with
it, grab this book! Get started with guidelines on using the interface efficiently and creating
slides; then learn to design tables, charts, and shapes and use animations. You'll even find tips
on creative ways to deliver the presentation.Start out right — learn to navigate the program,
perform basic tasks, and design presentations, all in Book IWatch it grow — Book II helps you
manipulate and format slides, work with master slides and styles, and craft the look of your
presentationTable this, chart that — explore how to create, design, and format tables, charts,
and diagrams in Book IIIDress it up — in Book IV, you'll learn to spice up your slides with photos,
shapes, graphics, and clip artThe "wow" stuff — Book V shows you how to use transitions,
animations, video, and soundSpecial delivery — discover techniques in Book VI for delivering
your presentation and preparing it for printPower up — Book VII covers customizing PowerPoint,
designing templates, collaborating with others, and moreOpen the book and find:PowerPoint's
nuts and boltsHow master styles and master slides workWhat it takes to create a chartTips for
constructing the perfect tableWhy you might want to let the viewer run your presentationHow to
turn a bulleted list into a diagramQuick ways to animate slidesHow to embed data from another
program into a slideAbout the AuthorPeter Weverka is a longtime For Dummies series author. In
addition to several editions of both Office All-in-One For Dummies and Word For Dummies
Quick Reference, he wrote PowerPoint 2007 All-in-One For Dummies and multiple editions of
Microsoft Money For Dummies.Read more
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texican, “book. the book has been very helpful to me and I have learned a lot from it. I would
recommend this book to anyone wanting to learn powerpoint”

Chet Franklin, “Five Stars. Very good. Like all "For Dummies" books it is clear and informative.”

Phil F., “Five Stars. A must have if you have to deal with powerpoint”

Seyed  Aboulmaali, “Five Stars. Perfect”

Speedbirdkennedy, “Five Stars. Good buy...comms 5star”

Robert James, “Mostly helpful. On the whole very helpful”

Gadget, “Book - Powerpoint for Dummies. Yes it does explain powerpoint, but it's really more
useful as you go along actually constructing powerpoint as a reference.”

Robert L., “Five Stars. Great thanks”

JanaMM, “Great Deal. This product is so easy to use! A step-by-step to everything you need
from PowerPoint. At a great price, for book and shipping! And it arrived SO fast! Amazon is so
easy to use and efficient! So great to receive good service, prices and speedy delivery!”

The book by Peter Weverka has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 33 people have provided feedback.
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